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Presentation Objectives
• Review the statistical research to understand DWI

• Discuss the challenges of youth impaired enforcement

• Understand the key components of  progress

• Learn how the minimum drinking age saves lives 

• Understand the need for Zero Tolerance Laws

• Examine the difficulties of enforcing youth impaired 

driving

• Explore potential means to overcome obstacles

• Discuss the role of the media

OBJECTIVES



Comprehensive Approach

Remember:

No ONE strategy is the answer!

Multiple strategies will make the biggest 

impact and give the best bang for your 

dollar.



Youth and Traffic Crashes

• The risk of motor vehicle crashes is higher among 

16-19 year olds than among any other age group. 

In fact, per mile driven, teen drivers ages 16 to 19 

are nearly three times more likely than drivers aged 

20 and older to be in a fatal crash.*

• In 2013, 17% of drivers aged 16 to 20 involved in 

fatal motor vehicle crashes had a BAC of .08% or 

higher.**

• Risk of crash at low BAC levels is higher than 

adults (inexperience).
**http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/812102.pdf

*http://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/t/teenagers/fatalityfacts/teenagers



Despite our efforts, youth are still dying at 

alarming rates…

• Motor vehicle crashes are the number 

1 killer of young people ages 15-24.

• Most teenage fatalities occur when 

another teenager is driving

• About twice as many young people die 

in weekend crashes than on weekdays

• A young person dies in an alcohol 

related crash every two hours

• In 2012, 16-20 year olds had the 

second highest fatality and injury rates 

per 100,000 population (21-25 highest).

NHTSA



Youth Population (Ages 14–24)
Projected to Year 2030 (Source: American Census 
Bureau)
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Youth, Alcohol, and Traffic Crashes: 

Recipe for Disaster

• Inexperience: with drinking and

with driving

• Immortality: “it won’t happen to 

me”

• Exuberance: risky behaviors

Youth Drinking and Driving



Drinking Patterns of Adults versus 

Youth

Question Adults Juveniles

• If you decide to drink, Sip or consume Guzzle or Gulp

how do you consume? Moderately

• If you decide to get in a Home Cruise Around

car, where do you go?

• What time of the day or 2:00am-4:00am 11:00pm-1:00am

night are you most likely

to do so?

• How do you operate a Slowly or erratically Fast

vehicle?

• Is there anyone in the car No Yes, 3-5 friends

with you?

• Where are you when you At a bar or at a home At a party and

decide to drink? party around a car

NHTSA Survey



Challenges for Youth DUI/DWI 

Enforcement Operations:

• Community support for enforcement 

efforts.

• Training of law enforcement to recognize 

youth impairment.

• Judicial support of enforcement efforts.

• Weak penalties for youth offenders and 

adult providers.

• Attitudes of “rite of passage”.





• Age 21 Laws

• Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) Laws

• Zero Tolerance Laws

• Enhanced Enforcement

– Saturation Patrols

– Sobriety Checkpoints 

Key Components of Progress

Key Components



Why Should the Minimum Legal Drinking 

Age Be 21?

• Minimum drinking age 21 laws 

save thousands of lives per year in 

reductions in traffic fatalities 

involving young drivers.

• Medical research shows that 

excessive drinking by youth under 

age 21 may impair brain 

development as well as reduce 

brain function.

• Early onset of drinking increases 

the risk for future alcohol abuse 

problems, crashes and assaults.



Effectiveness of MLDA 21 Laws

in 36 States (Fell, et al, October 2007)

• 11.2% reduction in underage drinking drivers involved 

in fatal crashes associated with passage of MLDA 21 

in 36 States

Controlled for as many factors as possible that could be accounting for 
the reduction including key drunk driving laws (.10 per se; .08 per se; 
ALR) and economic, demographic and environmental factors in each 

State examined.



• A popular way of reducing 
vehicle crash risk by novice 
drivers.

• Annually, approximately 1,000 
16 year olds die in vehicle 
crashes in the U.S.

• GDL reduces fatal vehicle 
crashes of 16 year old drivers 
by an average of 11%.

Why Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) Laws? 

Source: NHTSA Report 2006 by Baker, et. al.



• At low BAC levels (.01-.04), male drivers 16–20 have 

six times the fatality risk as drivers 25 and older

• They have less drinking experience

• They have less driving experience and ability (e.g., 

less able to scan environment for imminent hazards)

• After drinking, they tend to engage in risky behavior, 

(e.g., speeding, not wearing seat belts)

Why ‘Zero Tolerance’ Laws?

Zero Tolerance Laws



Difficulties in Executing Impaired 

Driving Enforcement Among Youth

• Place

• Time

• Arrest processing

• Driving cues

Operational Issues



Difficulties in Enforcing Zero 

Tolerance Laws

• Drivers at low BAC levels may 

not exhibit the usual signs of 

impairment

• Traditional enforcement practices 

may not pick up young drivers

• Some laws are poorly designed, 

making enforcement difficult

Operational Issues



• Review Your Data (Enforcement Data, Court Data, 
and Community Data such as Youth Alcohol Survey 
Information from the Youth Risk Behavior Survey—
YRBS)
– Look at State and Local

• Get Feedback from Officers who Conduct Impaired 
Driving Enforcement for their Observations

Approaches to Overcoming Difficulties in 

Zero Tolerance Law Enforcement

Operational Issues

#1: Determine the Extensiveness of Youth Impaired Driving 
in your Community



Command emphasis:

• Priority in resources and budget

• Encourage officers

• Base performance evaluations in part 

on impaired driving enforcement

• Be proactive, not reactive

Approaches to Overcoming Difficulties in 

Zero Tolerance Law Enforcement

Operational Issues



Approaches to Overcoming Difficulties in 

Zero Tolerance Law Enforcement

Training:

• Specialized training

– Drug Recognition Experts (DRE)

• Include reminders and training in roll-call

• Provide new and timely training when 

laws/ordinances change

Operational Issues



Approaches to Overcoming Difficulties in 

Zero Tolerance Law Enforcement

Tools and Technology:

• Passive breath sensors or preliminary 

breath testing devices

Operational Issues



Approaches to Overcoming Difficulties in 

Zero Tolerance Law Enforcement

Community and system support:

• Enforcement agencies can only enforce to 

the level that the community will support

• Actions of prosecutors and judges

• Policies of licensing agencies

Operational Issues



What are DUI/DWI Enforcement Operations 

with a Focus on Youth?

Vigorous enforcement of 

zero tolerance laws.  

Youth DUI/DWI enforcement is part of a larger 
impaired driving enforcement operation event.



Benefits of Youth DUI/DWI 

Enforcement:

• Sends a consistent message about alcohol use by 

underage youth.

• Sends a consistent message about adults providing 

alcohol to underage youth when source investigations 

are conducted and adults are held accountable.

• Works as part of a larger comprehensive strategy in 

preventing youth alcohol-related tragedies .

• Removes the youthful offender from immediate harm.

• Publicizing the results raises community awareness and 

helps change or reinforce community norms about 

underage drinking, as well as acts as a deterrent.



Components of a Good DUI/DWI 

Enforcement Program:

• Awareness building about the problem.

• Building support from community 

members for enforcement operations.

• Community involvement.

• Media involvement.

• Training of enforcement.



Preparing the Community for Youth 

DUI/DWI Enforcement Operations:

• Work with community leaders.

• Work with traditional and non-traditional 
enforcement agencies.

• Work with courts and judicial 
representatives.

• Work with community leaders to 
monitor court systems.

• Work with youth groups.



Enhanced Enforcement: Saturation 

Patrols

• Identify high risk times of year or events 

(great way to involve youth as part of the 

solution)

• Awareness building of zero tolerance 

laws and consequences for violation of 

zero tolerance laws

• Use of Media (pre and post operations)

• Prosecutorial/Judicial Involvement



Remember the Importance of Media:

• Develop a positive and proactive 
relationship with the media.

• Notify the media in advance.

• Use media to amplify deterrence.

• Use media to create and demonstrate 
community support.

• Invite media representatives to 
observe operations.

• Provide key information to the media 
after operations are concluded.



Conclusion:

• Impaired driving enforcement with a 

focus on youth are critical.

• Efforts should be combined with 

enforcement of other laws related to 

underage drinking that are 

community-wide.

• The stakes are enormous!





Note

• This course covers general principles of 

law and is for educational purposes only; 

this course and its associated materials do 

not replace specific legal advice about 

your particular situation and should not be 

regarded as legal advice.
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What are Compliance Check 

Investigations?

• Compliance check investigations are a cost-effective 

way to control youth access to alcohol from retail 

outlets.  They involve the use of underage buyers by 

law enforcement agencies as “volunteers" to test 

retailers' compliance with laws regarding the sale of 

alcohol to minors.

PIRE, 1999



Why are Compliance Check 

Investigations Important?

• Many underage individuals self-report that they purchase 

at locations which don’t even bother to ask for 

identification.

• Still more young people report showing clerks their real 

identification with a true and accurate date of birth that 

shows them to be under 21 and the clerk still sells them 

alcohol because the clerk failed to calculate the 

purchaser’s age correctly.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=BHV-vb9jUnGW2M&tbnid=MkwPUyB45TX5UM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwADhK&url=http://www.morningadvertiser.co.uk/General-News/Police-disappointed-at-underage-alcohol-sales&ei=9TNsUvyDGYmuyQHq_oFw&psig=AFQjCNH5JJczE5TLxGwlaFX9NnxrrLQYDg&ust=1382909301453781
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=BHV-vb9jUnGW2M&tbnid=MkwPUyB45TX5UM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwADhK&url=http://www.morningadvertiser.co.uk/General-News/Police-disappointed-at-underage-alcohol-sales&ei=9TNsUvyDGYmuyQHq_oFw&psig=AFQjCNH5JJczE5TLxGwlaFX9NnxrrLQYDg&ust=1382909301453781


Reducing Youth Access to Alcohol

• Many strategies target the problems caused 

once underage possess or use alcohol. The 

most effective measures will be those which 

deny access of alcohol

• Ultimate goal – RESPONSIBLE ADULT 

BEHAVIOR
– If retailers are responsible, we can limit the ways in 

which youth obtain alcohol



Iowa Data Compliance Checks

• 2015 Stop Act Report Data (covers 1/1/2013-12/31/2013)

– Failure rate approximately 13% 
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Key Step in Preparing for 

Compliance Investigations

• Work with community leaders

– Community leaders drive community expectations

• Finding a community champion is critical

– Visible and vocal member of the community who will

• Advocate for responsible adult behavior

• Raise Public Awareness/set community norm

• Encourage Law Enforcement to Enforce Existing Laws



Key Step in Preparing for 

Compliance Investigations

• Work with prosecutors, courts, law enforcement, 

and regulatory agencies

• Identify every agency that could be involved

• Bring them to the table

– Shared resources

– Shared expectations

– Establish protocols



Key Steps in Preparing for 

Compliance Check investigations?

• Both law enforcement and non-law enforcement groups 

need a thorough understanding of state law and/or local 

ordinances before beginning compliance checks.

• Alcohol beverage laws are often complex and hard to 
understand so it is critical that you have a strong 
understanding of any limitations imposed by statute, 
ordinance or by the administrative rules of the licensing 
authority as you plan your compliance checks.
• Note: Iowa does not have a specific state law that shields youth buyers, therefore 

it is crucial that you work with local prosecutors when developing your protocols



Key Steps in Preparing for 

Compliance Check Investigations?

• Law enforcement needs to understand the 

added requirements of the Iowa Partnership for 

Success (IPFS) grant

• This must be communicated to ensure a 

consistent expectation of outcomes and role 

identification

• Ensure that all IPFS grant requirements are met 
and if necessary all strategic plans are submitted 
and all contracts signed and approved before 
conducting checks.

• Training is essential!



Working with Industry/Retailers

• Most retailers do NOT want to sell alcohol to youth

• Educate retailers and employees about their 
responsibility and potential consequences of sales to 
minors.

• IPFS guidelines require that if you are going to engage in 
compliance checks that you must also incorporate some 
form of RBS training as part of the comprehensive 
strategy.



Working with Industry/Retailers

• Provide printed materials such as calendars and 

information on recognizing false IDs.

• Widely publicize that enforcement operations 

are about to occur.

• Consider providing rewards and recognition to 

retailers that comply. Congratulatory letters



Key Step in Preparing for 

Compliance Investigations

• Selection of Volunteers

– The success of your actual operation depends 

on the performance of your volunteers.  The 

way you select, screen and train these 

volunteers is crucial  



Selecting Underage Volunteers

• It is strongly recommended that your underage 

volunteers not be working off any criminal charges or 

have any previous criminal history 

• Always ask the prospective volunteer if they have ever 

purchased or attempted to purchase alcoholic 

beverages.



Age Verification/Age Assessment

• Use age testing to make sure that volunteers look 

underage

– This is an essential part of ensuring that your operation 

was fairly conducted

• Retailers may suggest that the volunteer looked 

older than 21 and that’s why their employee didn’t 

ask for identification.



Age Verification/ Age Assessment 

Methods

• One method is to take your potential volunteer to a 
heavily traveled area such as a mall and ask 10 random 
people how old they think your volunteer looks.
• If ten reasonable people think your volunteer looks 21 or older you 

should not use them. Document this!

• Another method is to have an independent panel made 
up of community leaders, educators, and licensees who 
can assess the appearance of the underage volunteers 
before they are used in compliance checks and provide 
a written assessment for your records.
• This type of proactive approach engages the community leaders 

and continues to demonstrate that your compliance check 
process is both reasonable and fair.



Selecting Underage Volunteers

• Select underage volunteers who match the 

community

• Select volunteers that are age appropriate - IPFS 

guidelines indicate that your volunteer should be 19 

or younger

• Select both male and female volunteers

• Use volunteers in areas where they are not known

• Instruct volunteers not to dress in ways that make 

them appear older



Training Volunteers

• Provide specific instructions on how the volunteer is 

to act, what they are to say, what they are to 

purchase

– Should not be allowed to do anything to encourage the 

sale.

• Instruct volunteers to answer questions truthfully 

and provide photo identification when asked



Training Volunteers

• Instruct volunteers to avoid situations that seem 

dangerous and not to buy if people in the outlet 

know them

• Instruct on what they should purchase

– Type of alcohol

– Items with the alcohol

• Exit signals / Procedures 



Training Volunteers-Interactive 

Preparation

• For some volunteers this may be their first time 
doing something as bold as trying to buy alcoholic 
beverages. Extreme nervousness can impair their 
ability to remember or follow your direction.

• To help them overcome their fears or concerns it is 
a good idea to give your volunteers some interactive 
experience by “practice buying” in a safe 
environment



Key Step in Preparing for 

Compliance Investigations

• Documentation of Volunteers

– One of the most common defense strategies is to attack the 

volunteer.  

– Everything from how they look to their criminal history to whether 

or not they have ever consumed alcohol will be scrutinized 

– Documentation of who you use as well as who you don’t is 

important



Documenting Volunteers 

• Personal history form

• Photograph of volunteer

• Driving and criminal 

checks

• Injury waivers

• Parental permission form 

(if under 18)

• Agreement of 
Understanding

• Copy of Driver’s License

• Age Verification Form

• Record of compliance 
checks conducted



Volunteer issues

• Compensation

• Insurance

– In the event they are injured while working as your 

agent

• Availability for court or administrative hearings

– How long will it take your case to go to trial if it is 

contested?



Key Step in Preparing for 

Compliance Investigations

• Selection of Locations

– Must reflect fairness

– You will likely be asked to justify this decision 

in court or to the community



Options for Selecting Locations for 

Compliance Investigations

• Investigate all retail outlets in the community
– IPFS requires at least 50% of the retailers in the community be checked

• Select locations at random

• Investigate all retailers in particular geographic 

areas (e.g., near a college campus) 

• Select certain kinds of outlets (e.g., convenience 

stores)

• Select locations based on complaints or previous 

violations



Procedures/Protocols for 

conducting investigations

• Your underage buyer must be photographed prior to 

the start of each set of compliance checks 

• You may wish to Audio/Video record the checks

• Avoid headgear that obstructs a clear view of your 

youth buyer

• Your Underage buyer should only carry their valid drivers 

license and pre-recorded buy money – Search buyer



Procedures/Protocols for 

Conducting Investigations

• Timing and scheduling of investigations 

• Alcoholic beverage(s) to purchase and quantity 

to purchase

• Frequency of investigations –IPFS requires at 

least 3 times a year

• Park vehicles so as not to tip off the clerks



Procedures/Protocols for 

Conducting Investigations

• Number of volunteers and officers

• Where possible, a plain clothes officer should be 

present in the store with the volunteer.

– This officer will enter the store before the 

volunteer to ensure the area is safe and 

observe the transaction

– Timing for issuing citations

• Phone tree issues 



Procedures/Protocols for 

Conducting Investigations

• Have a plan in place to deal with vendor 

demands to see the volunteer or if clerk seizes 

underage buyers identification

• If a purchase is made, the underage should 

complete a written statement detailing the 

purchase 



Best Practices Compliance Checks

• Optimal Methods For Conducting Compliance 

Checks

– Check all establishments in the jurisdiction

– Conduct checks 3-4 times a year

– Conduct follow-up checks within 3 months of 

a failure

– Penalize the licensee for a failure

– Penalize the server/clerk for a failure
• Current use of underage alcohol compliance checks by enforcement 

agencies in the United States. Erickson, DJ, Lenk KM, Sanem JR, Nelson 

TF, Jones-WebbR., Toomey TL-Alcohol Clin Exp Res. 2014 Jun;38(6):1712-

9- cached http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24716443



Key Step in Preparing for 

Compliance Investigations

• Data Collection

– Failure to maintain adequate data will ultimately result 

in the failure of your efforts.  

• Conduct a post investigation interview of the clerk, where 

appropriate

– Look for more than admissions

– Meet with Law enforcement quarterly to review and 

assess

• Review your data to see if trends emerge



Useful Elements to Include in an 

Investigation Record

• Store name

• Address

• Date and time

• Results of the attempt

• Type of outlet

• Employee training

• Store signage

• Number of clerks 

present 

• Age, gender, and race 

of buyer

• Item purchased

• Was ID requested?

• Was ID checked?

• Was a calendar or ID 
checking machine 
present and used?

• Copy of photo of 
volunteer as s/he 
appeared that night



Key Steps in Preparing for

Investigations

• Work with the media

– The power of compliance checks lies not only 

in holding retailers accountable, but in using 

the opportunity to bring attention to the 

problem and begin to change community 

perception about the issue

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_A0G8x4YSZvw/R67yx3e3yuI/AAAAAAAACi8/z0X_lLT_TSA/s400/MAS3.jpg&imgrefurl=http://zorro-zorro-unmasked.blogspot.com/2008_02_01_archive.html&usg=__wzKZ_nwnFG30NCew_hW1cDzvhGE=&h=400&w=302&sz=21&hl=en&start=19&um=1&tbnid=9IUkxzv-Q3WpyM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=94&prev=/images?q=pic+of+tv+camera+crew+interviewing+police&ndsp=20&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us&sa=N&um=1
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_A0G8x4YSZvw/R67yx3e3yuI/AAAAAAAACi8/z0X_lLT_TSA/s400/MAS3.jpg&imgrefurl=http://zorro-zorro-unmasked.blogspot.com/2008_02_01_archive.html&usg=__wzKZ_nwnFG30NCew_hW1cDzvhGE=&h=400&w=302&sz=21&hl=en&start=19&um=1&tbnid=9IUkxzv-Q3WpyM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=94&prev=/images?q=pic+of+tv+camera+crew+interviewing+police&ndsp=20&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us&sa=N&um=1


Key Points for Working with the 

Media

• Develop a positive and proactive relationship with 

the media

• Notify the media in advance

• Invite media representatives to observe 

investigations

• Provide key information to the media after 

investigations are concluded



Shoulder Tap Operations



Let’s Define “Shoulder Tap”

• Underage youth often obtain alcohol from adults 
who illegally provide the alcohol.  

• One method for obtaining alcohol from adults is 
shoulder tapping, where youth approach an 
adult outside an alcohol establishment and ask 
the adult to purchase alcohol for them. 

• The goals of the program are to: (1) Reduce 
underage consumption of, and access to, 
alcohol by deterring adults from furnishing to 
them outside of licensed premises; (2) Expand 
the involvement of local law enforcement in 
enforcing underage drinking laws; and (3) Raise 
public awareness about the problem.



“Shoulder Tap” Enforcement 

Program-Model 1

• Focus is on stopping underage purchasers

• Enforcement officers dress in “plain 

clothes” to blend in with typical adult 

population in front of an establishment

• Officers wait to see if youth ask them to 

purchase alcohol



“Shoulder Tap” Enforcement 

Program Model-2

• Underage volunteers are recruited, selected and 
trained to serve as decoys.

• Jurisdictions using underage operatives for 
shoulder tap operations follow guidelines for 
volunteers in compliance checks.

• An underage decoy, supervised by an officer, 
approaches an adult going into an establishment 
to buy alcohol.

• If the adult makes the purchase for the decoy 
s/he is detained by the accompanying officer(s).



Enforcement or Education

• Both models can be done either as an active 

enforcement detail where arrests and/or 

summonses are issued or as an educational 

opportunity.

• Both models can effectively utilize community 

volunteers 

– Enforcement-youth volunteers

– Educational – coalition members handing out 

literature



To Tap or Not

• While shoulder tap enforcement programs 

have been effective in some areas, the 

use of underage decoys in this manner is 

not permitted in many jurisdictions.

• CHECK with local prosecutors, judges, 

and district attorneys before initiating this 

type of program.



If Detail is Done as an Educational 

tool

• Once the target has agreed to the 

purchase the decoy, coalition member, or 

an officer could then hand the target the 

following card and any other general 

literature which addresses the issue of 

underage drinking in the community. 



Informational Cards for Shoulder 

Tap Program

Yes!
Is that your final answer?

Did you know that it was illegal to 

purchase alcohol for someone under 

the age of 21?

Penalties can include fines 

and jail time.

Next time, make the legal choice 

and say NO!

No!
Thank you for supporting 

the legal drinking age!

It is illegal to purchase or provide 

alcohol for someone under the age 

of 21!

Penalties can include fines 

and jail time.

Thank you for helping to         

save a life



Challenges with Shoulder Tap 

Operations

• Issue of entrapment may be raised as a 

possible defense

• Safety of underage decoys/officers

• Public perception



Shoulder Tap Training

• Shoulder Tap Programs should not be 

undertaken without extensive training of 

officers and youth volunteers 

• Clear policies/safety measures should be 

outlined



Supervisor Duties

• Get parent permission 
slips signed.

• Get price for product 
to be purchased.

• Contact the store (?).

• Know the 
Statute/ordinance for 
“Furnishing Liquor to 
a minor” 



Supervisor Duties cont.

 Tell officers what 
court date to use.

 Have officers name 
assigned to 
“Observation” and 
“Contact” duties.

 Record serial 
numbers of marked 
money.

 Cover radio 
frequencies for all 
involved. Volunteer 
frequency on the 
Talkabout radio is set 
according to the date 
of the operation.

 Advise Watch 
Commander and 
patrol of the location.



Supervisor Duties cont.

• Pre-check the location in 

daylight hours.

• Take a picture of the 

Volunteer.

• Determine a designated 

waiting point for the 

Volunteer. 

• The location should be 

visible to the Observation 

Officer.



Supervisor Duties cont.

Determine 2 pre-arranged signals (radio or hand signal)

1.  To contact Observation Officer after buy. Volunteer will 
get back into the car and call him/her on the Talkabout 
radio.

2.Duress signal (trouble). 

Summer time: white shirt tied around waist.  (Buy a 
male and female white shirt at Goodwill).

Winter time: Take coat off.

Place the shirt or coat on the top of the roof of the 
vehicle and step away from the target.



Volunteer/Decoy Duties 

 Find the designated 

waiting point visible to the 

Observation Officer and 

wait outside the store.

 Instruct them not to 

approach a person they 

do not feel comfortable 

with.

 Have the decoy tell the 

target their age and the 

clerk will not sell them 

beer.



What to buy?

 Ask the target to 

purchase a specific 

product. Product should 

be something a youth 

would typically buy

 Have them give the target 

appropriate amount of 

money  to cover the price 

of the beer.

 Do not have them make 

an offer (on their own) to 

pay more.



Visible to the Officer

 Wait in a location visible 

to the Observation 

Officer.

 Contact Observation 
Officer in a pre-arranged 
manner (radio, hand 
signal, etc.).

 Turn the beer over to the 
Observation Officer and 
give the details of their 
contact with the target. 
Write a report



Volunteer Safety

 If at any point in the 

process they become 

uncomfortable or 

have any concerns for 

their safety, they 

should discontinue  

contact and use the 

duress signal if 

needed.



Observation Officer’s Duties

• Set up in a pre-arranged location to view the 

Volunteer/Decoy.

• Keep in constant observation and 

communication with the Volunteer.

• Review contact signals with the Volunteer in 

case they need contact.

• Observe the transaction.



Observation Officer’s Duties cont.

• Notify Contact Officer of 

the transaction, 

description of the vehicle, 

occupants, and direction 

of travel.

• After the purchase, 

contact the Volunteer in 

the pre-arranged method 

and recover the beer.

• Ask the Volunteers for an 

account of the contact 

and any statements made 

by the target.

• Return the beer to the 

store and recover the 

marked money.  Tell the 

contact officer if any 

money needs to be 

returned.



Contact Officer’s Duties

• Determine a location to contact the target based 

on the Observation Officer’s information.

• Contact the target out of view of the Volunteer.

• As soon as appropriate upon contacting the 

target, read them their Constitutional Rights.

• Explain to the target that you are contacting 

them because you were notified that a minor 

had given them money to purchase beer. Cite 

the target for “Furnishing Liquor to a Minor”.  

Issue a court date.





Note

• This course covers general principles of 

law and is for educational purposes only, 

this course and its associated materials do 

not replace specific legal advice about 

your particular situation and should not be 

regarded as legal advice.
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